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instantly.
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The leaders of Muslim countries are part of the process of codifying Islamophobia into the conscience of the Western public, and they are
abjectly oblivious to the destructive role they are playing.
Muslim Leaders are Complicit in the Global Rise of Islamophobia
Masih Alinejad has long been a thorn in the side of Iran's hardline regime, exposing corruption and campaigning for women's rights.
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The activist Iran is accused of plotting to kidnap in NYC enraged the regime with a viral video campaign against its forced hijab laws
Such a callous attitude in the face of tragedy could hardly give him the kind of moral high ground needed to lead an international campaign
against ‘Islamophobia’. Hundreds of Hazaras have ...
Countering ‘Islamophobia’
Since the Russian Revolution, America has been under ideological attack by communist ... than $1 billion for United Front peace movements
against the Vietnam War, which was a "hugely successful ...
What if the communist China party really is to blame?
Yet politicians still decorate their resumes and campaign ... as Islamophobia and attended the vigil for the victims. This shows the blind spot
Trudeau and so many who condemn bigotry against ...
Why is Islamophobia wrong at home and acceptable against Palestinians?
Prime Minister Imran Khan has urged the heads of states of muslim countries to collectively carry out an effective campaign against
Islamophobia to get the West understood that it hurts 1.25 billion ...
PM urges Muslim heads of states to collectively carry out an effective campaign against Islamophobia
Prime Minister Imran Khan has urged the heads of states of muslim countries to collectively carry out an effective campaign against
Islamophobia to get the West understood that it hurts 1.25 billion ...
PM assures Muslim world to lead campaign to prevent incidents of blasphemy against Prophet of Islam (SAWW)
With the number of Covid-19 cases in Indonesia skyrocketing and threatening to overwhelm the medical system, President Joko Widodo’s
administration is contemplating ordering another lockdown while ...
Sentencing the Political Fugitive to Confine the Islamist: Rizieq Shihab and Indonesian Democracy
Gulbuhar Hatiwaji was living in France when she received a call from her former employer. They had a request that she return to China to
apply for early retirement. Upon her return to Urumchi, ...
Responding to the horrors that face the Uighurs
Such a callous attitude in the face of tragedy could hardly give him the kind of moral high ground needed to lead an international campaign
against ‘Islamophobia’. Hundreds of Hazaras have ...
Imran should look at home before fighting Islamophobia abroad
Not long after what police called a targeted hate crime against ... and Islamophobia, according to the advocates — but some of that work is
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already underway. During the 2015 election campaign ...
What is the government doing about Islamophobia in Canada? Here’s what we know
Why it matters: As one of the most prominent leaders in the Muslim world, Khan has otherwise been leading a public campaign against
Islamophobia in the West — especially in Europe. His demurral hints ...
Pakistan’s PM won’t condemn China’s Uyghur treatment after decrying Islamophobia elsewhere
Most people were shocked when the president wanted to go door-to-door with his vaccine campaign -- but that's only the half of it. According
to a Pentagon spokesman, the White House is also planning ...
'I'm From the Government, and I'm Here to Vaccinate'
The effort by Rep. Hakeem Jeffries (D-N.Y.) and others sets up a potential collision with more liberal members like fellow New York Democrat
Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, as a speakership election ...
Democratic tensions surface as House incumbents plan defense against far-left primary challengers
“The federal government has already invested in the fight against ... campaign announcements during the 2015 election alienated Muslim
Canadians and contributed to the growing problem of ...
Canada is holding a national summit on Islamophobia. Will it kick-start real change?
In a recent interview with a journalist, Imran Khan was questioned on why he was silent on the atrocities on Uighur Muslims in China while
being vocal about Islamophobia in the West. To which ...
Imran Khan on Uighur Muslims genocide: 'China one of the greatest friends’
Debate and disagreement are at the heart of academia—but conservative disinformation campaigns are deliberately spread to advance
particular political and ideological goals. In the Hannah-Jones ...
The Conservative Disinformation Campaign Against Nikole Hannah-Jones
The campaign by the new, Boston-based group Parents United was prompted by parents’ glimpses into their children’s remote classrooms
during the pandemic, said Ashley Jacobs, the group’s executive ...
Parents group launches campaign for ‘true diversity of thought’ in New England private schools
Another first for terrorism prosecution in Canada was the charges against the London truck attack suspect that have linked the incident to
Islamophobia. This shows that both misogynistic and ...
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The terrorism charge filed in the London attack is the first of its kind in Canada
American moms and dads now know that forcing critical race theory onto children is a priority for teachers’ unions.
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